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General concepts

1. Keep nutrients from getting too low. They can get too low.
2. Grass grows well in a lot of soils.
3. Growth rate is important.
4. Think of it as ensuring nutrient supply matches the growth rate.



How I do it

One can express the quantity of an element required as fertilizer as Q.

a+ b− c = Q

where,

a is the quantity of the element used by the grass
b is the quantity of the element kept in the soil
c is the quantity of the element present in the soil
Q is the quantity of the element required as fertilizer







MLSN is a value for b

amount needed
︷ ︸︸ ︷

a+ b −
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Q

a is a site-specific use estimate, b is the MLSN guideline, and c is the soil test
result.
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Finding the plant use amount



Option 1: Easy and conservative (safe) method

The easiest way recognizes that the grass growth is limited by N. For any N rate
(N), the maximum clipping yield (G) can be calculated from this equation, where
Nleaf is the leaf N content:1

G =
N
Nleaf

1Express the leaf N not as a percentage, but as g/g. For example, 4% N would be expressed as 40 g
N/1000 g clippings, or 0.04.



Option 2: more precise, less conservative

Measure clipping volume, get mass of clipping volume (clipvol) from conversion
equations. Bentgrass and bermudagrass clippings can be estimated as:

G = 0.06(clipvol)



N:P:K at 8:1:4

I’ve often used an N:P:K estimate of 8:1:4 to calculate expected nutrient use.





Normal nutrient content of bermudagrass leaves

element 25th percentile Median (%) 75th percentile

N 3.4 3.7 4.6
P 0.34 0.39 0.47
K 1.1 1.3 1.7
Ca 0.28 0.34 0.38
Mg 0.15 0.18 0.19
S 0.35 0.39 0.45



Option 3: prediction based on grass type and weather

One can also predict the esimated N use using the PACE Turf growth potential
(GP).





A quick case study





Test results from this green (0–10 cm depth)

pH 5.7
OM 1%
M3 P 12 ppm

Bray 2 P 2 ppm
Ca 296 ppm
Mg 31 ppm
K 16 ppm
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